EU Competition Policy:
Expectations for Change

Thought Leadership Study

What We Know

What We Wanted To Learn

 Competition policy is making
headlines around landmark cases,
such as Alstom-Siemens and Google

 What is the view from Opinion
Leaders on these issues?

 The world is changing, and free
trade and the liberal order are being
challenged
 The concept of European
sovereignty is coming back,
including the idea of technological
independence in certain sectors
 There have been calls for
competition reform by the French,
German and Polish governments

 What is raising questions and
driving debate?
 Is there an appetite for reform,
and if so, to what extent?

Survey Methodology
 Audience: Opinion Leaders
– Those who are highly educated, follow financial news, are civically engaged,
and work in industry and services.
– In 8 markets: France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, UK
 Sample size: 1,099
 Mode: Online
 Fieldwork: May 13 – June 5, 2019

Interview Methodology
 Audience: Competition Experts
– Former European Commission officials, lawyers, and economists working on
competition-related topics and issues


Sample size: 12



Mode: In person



Fieldwork: July – September 2019

Competition policy is gaining traction
outside of Brussels, and Opinion Leaders
are paying attention.
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High awareness of competition issues, likely due to mediatisation

84%

Familiar with EU
Competition Policy

We’ve seen cases where the media
naturally puts the matter in a
conflictual mode. It becomes a boxing
match where you have a winner and a
loser. – Competition Expert

Q: How familiar are you with the following topics? [EU competition policy]
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The emphasis on consumer welfare is not landing

Who are European competition rules designed to benefit?

The Commission pushes
messaging that EU
competition policy is to the
consumer benefit and
relevant to their daily lives.

43%

26%

16%

15%

But that isn’t resonating.
Large companies

Q: Who, from the following list, are European competition rules designed to benefit?

Consumers

Small companies

Foreign companies
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Opinion Leaders see competition rules as designed to benefit the single market,
but believe they are currently only benefiting large member states
Which Member States are European
competition rules designed to benefit?

Which Member States currently benefit
most from European competition rules?
49%

44%
39%
34%

17%

17%

All Member States

Large Member States Small Member States

All Member States

Large Member States Small Member States
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Innovation, price and employment are the top European expectations that
competition policy needs to deliver on

Preserving and encouraging innovation

63%

Ensuring price competitiveness

62%

Preserving employment and welfare

61%

Preserving Europe's industrial leadership

Delivering a single market

Q: Which, if any, of the following should be the goals of Europe’s competition policy?

I can focus on [ensuring price
competitiveness] because I can
measure it, so it’s easy to
defend. Others are hard to
measure. – Competition Expert

55%

Competition policy should not just
open markets, but it should protect
people. – Competition Expert

48%
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While Opinion Leaders lack the nuances of
competition reform, they see Europe
evolving and modernising and believe
competition policy should follow suit.
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A majority of 85 percent across Member States agree that EU competition rules
should be reviewed and reformed
Despite the media’s reporting, reform is not just a Franco-German issue
4%
8%

2%
10%

3%
10%

4%
9%

5%
8%

3%
12%

89%

88%

87%

87%

86%

85%

Poland

Germany

France

Portugal

United Kingdom

Italy

6%

5%

16%

20%

77%

75%

Ireland

Netherlands

Total

85%

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Q: To what extent do you agree with the following statement? “EU competition rules should be reviewed and reformed.”
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Opinion Leaders believe competition rules need to adapt to an evolving Europe

To create a level playing field for all and
also to create a market that will benefit
consumers immensely. [Netherlands]

It is always necessary to adapt to the
external situation, China and the USA
protect their market strongly and the EU
should also. [Poland]

They don't seem flexible enough to be able
to adapt in the face of future challenges.
[Germany]

There is often too much political
interference, which undermines the ability
of large companies to do business and
create new jobs. [Italy]

EU competition rules are rather
outdated and should be revised in
order to ensure actual fair competition,
especially as far as high tech companies
are concerned. [Italy]

I feel they are too stringent and are stifling
small businesses. [Ireland]

Q: What are the main reasons why you agree that EU competition rules should be reviewed and reformed?
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Competition
Experts Question
the Future of
Competition
Policy

Should environmental
factors be considered in
competition decisions?

Are our competition rules
up to speed with high tech
companies, which have
opened new difficulties?

Is this a trade issue or a
competition issue?

Is there blame to be placed
on sectoral regulators, too?

Should the courts have
more authority?
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Majorities also believe competition policy should include the ability to break up
companies that are too dominant

EU competition policy should include the ability to split
up companies that are too dominant.
7%
13%

14%

9%

10%

11%

7%

12%

17%

17%

19%

25%

74%

74%

73%

71%

Poland

Germany

France

Netherlands

14%

13%

21%

27%

68%

64%

60%

Portugal

Italy

Total

72%
80%

United Kingdom

Agree
Q: To what extent do you agree with the following statement?

Neutral

Ireland

Disagree
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A majority of Opinion Leaders do not believe the European Commission should
have sole authority over competition decisions
Total

29%

The European Council
should have more power in
competition decisions

21%

31%

The European Parliament
should have more power in
competition decisions

27%

The European Commission
is best positioned to maintain
independence over
competition decisions

52%

40%

If you put the Parliament or the
Council in the game, you’re back
in politics. – Competition Expert

Ireland

Q: Which of the followings statements comes closest to your view?

26%

30%

29%

30%

29%

32%

32%

27%

29%

30%

34%

31%

32%

39%

43%

42%

40%

37%

37%

37%

35%

United
Kingdom

Italy

France

Poland

Germany

Portugal

Netherlands
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In fact, they believe an independent agency should make competition decisions
with a majority believing the European Council should serve as oversight
An independent third-party competition
agency should be established to make
competition decisions.
7%
15%

Disagree

Interference of the European Council in
competition cases would create an
unlevel playing field inside the EU.

41%

Neutral

78%

Agree

Q: Which of the following statements comes closest to your view?
Q: How much do you agree with the following statement?

59%

The European Council should serve as
oversight and be able to overturn
competition decisions in some cases.
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Competition
Experts are
divided on the
idea of an
independent
competition
authority

“You can have
independent authority, but
with a lot less influence.”

“Even if the Commission is
independent, the fact
remains that the
Commission conducts the
inquiries and then takes
the decision.”

“Most domestic authorities
are independent, so should
European authorities be
too?”

“Had [Vestager] been
independent, would she
have had enough clout to
make the decisions she’s
made?”

“Independence would be
more dangerous and could
lead to marginalisation.”
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Most Opinion Leaders are unable to describe
in detail the concept of “European
Champions” and are divided on their
impact on Europe.
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When Opinion Leaders are able to describe the concept of “European
Champions,” they focus on the leadership and strength of companies
Companies that can compete with other
large players in other countries such as
China and the US. [Ireland]

I interpret that it means the market leaders
of Europe. [France]

European companies capable of being
leaders in their respective field. [Germany]

I see them as entities whose influence on
the European market is enormous.
[Portugal]

That large companies should not only
be interested in furthering themselves
but to be champions for business in
Europe. [Ireland]

European industrial giants to be active
in global markets. [Poland]

Less than 5% associate it with football.
Q: When you read or hear the term "European champions," what do you interpret this to mean?
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A vast majority see European Champions as a positive force on Europe …
European Champions are companies large enough to compete
against foreign competitors and lead global industries.
79% believe European Champions have
a mostly positive force on Europe

40%
Positive force

39%
Mostly positive force

1%
17%
Negative force 3%
Mixed force
Mostly negative
force
Q: What kind of impact do you think European Champions have on Europe?
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… but, recognise there are tradeoffs

46%

Creating European Champions
stifles innovation and growth in
Europe and creates monopolies.

54%

Without European Champions, other
global economies will grow faster
and dominate European economies.

[European champions] might be a shortterm solution but it’ll lead to a longterm disaster. – Competition Expert

Q: Which of the following statements comes closest to your view?
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While Germany and France are seen as leaders behind the reform movement,
they have diverging views on the role of European Champions

40%
64%

Without European Champions,
other global economies will
grow faster and dominate
European economies.

Creating European Champions
stifles innovation and growth in
Europe and creates monopolies.

The France-Germany cause
will be diluted over time;
they have diverging views.
– Competition Expert

60%
36%

France

Q: Which of the following statements comes closest to your view?

Germany
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One firm.
Globally.

Abu Dhabi
Beijing
Berlin
Brussels
Chicago
Dallas
Dubai
Frankfurt
Hong Kong
Johannesburg
London
Milan
Mumbai
Munich
New York
Paris
San Francisco
Sao Paulo
Shanghai
Singapore
Stockholm
Vienna
Washington, D.C.

